Corny Ingenuity: Make Tasty Stuff from Husks, Cobs and Silk
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Corny Ingenuity: Make Tasty Stuff from
Husks, Cobs and Silk

Kick the Bottle: Make Your Own Soda
Flavors

Kernels all gone? Don’t snooze on husk butter, cob-smoking, and... just look at
that fried corn silk nest
by Aki Kamozawa and H. Alexander Talbot · AUGUST 9, 2011

A

s corn obsessives, the year’s first ears at the market—good or bad—always
come home with us. But what begins as a trickle soon swells, and after
our fiendish cravings are sated, we can start to get choosy—searching for

heavy weights, smooth green husks, and shiny kernels; signs of the freshest ears.
And then, too, we get a little more inquisitive and creative with the ears in the
kitchen. Lately, we’ve been tinkering with the big piles of compost our obsession
gives us: The stacks of cobs, piles of husks, and tangles of silk. While the kernels
may still be best for eating, it turns out all the other parts have something
delicious to offer, too. Here are some of our favorite ways to get sweet flavor and
fascinating textures out of them. Finally, you can be as corny as you wanna be!

Easy, fun, and all-growed-up, these 11
syrup recipes - like watermelon mint,
dark & stormy, and Mexican root beer are a gas Read more

Buttery Roast Chicken with Black
Garlic
A little like coffee, caramel, and
dark-roasted mushrooms, black garlic
is reminiscent of many things. But
unlike any of them. Read more

The Good, The Bad and The Leafy
A classic Western shoot out between a
corn cob and a string bean Read more

Summer Vegetable Tempura Recipe
Hey, batter batter! Here’s the secret to
making the crispest, lightest fried
goodness. Read more
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people, these threads just kind of stick around annoyingly while you try to
shuck. But it turns out that frying the corn silk produces a wonderful tangle
of light crispness. Gather the light, clean corn silk from your shucking (cut off
any brown ends). The trick is drying the strands completely in a dehydrator or
a 175-200⁰F oven and then flash frying them at 400°F. If your oil isn’t hot
enough the silks will be stringy and tough, but at high heat they are crisp,
delicate and delicious. We love using them to make nests, garnished with a
variety of fresh herb leaves and cradling a soft-cooked egg. You could also use
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Sweet, tart, savory, with a sauce that
only takes some chopping, it's
summer's way of saying "Thank you for
putting up with me." Read more

Three Cool Summer Soups
Pink gazpacho, chilled cucumber, and
lettuce soup with crispy squash
blossoms Read more

fried corn silk as a crunchy garnish to eat out of hand or over creamed corn. Or
wrap them around shrimp as a seasonal twist on the cruise-ship classic,
coconut shrimp.
Taking a cue from tamales, where dried corn husks add a mysterious sweet,
aromatic flavor to the filling, we like to shred the husks from several ears of
corn and make a thick bed in the roasting pan for chicken, fish and
vegetables, which perfumes the oven with a clean, grassy note. Be sure to
discard the outermost layers as they tend to be dirty and just use the tender,
inner leaves. Or try stuffing the cavity of fish with shredded corn husks before
roasting or grilling.
Another great, unexpected product is husk butter. We julienne fresh husks
and cook them over medium-low heat in butter until lightly caramelized and
the flavors infuse the butter. (Use 2 ears-worth for each ¼ pound of butter.)
The mild sugar of the husks lends a warm toasty sweetness to the butter, and
gives a grassy, corn-y note to the finish. We strain out the husks and use the
butter to gently stew freshly scraped corn kernels for fresh polenta. Or we
make a corn husk hollandaise and slather it on freshly grilled ears of corn. It
also works beautifully in corn bread and—our favorite—blueberry corn
muffins, both in the batter and slathered on top.
In a similar vein, we also love roasted husk-infused cream. Lay the husks
out on a sheet pan, in a layer 2-3 leaves thick, and roast them at 300°F for
about an hour, stirring occasionally, until they turn a rich golden brown. Then
take those roasted husks and steep them, covered, in barely-simmering sweet
cream; we like to use 2 cups of roasted husks for every pint of cream for a
delicate corn flavor that doesn’t overwhelm. This cream can be used on its own
or blended with sweet corn kernels for a more complex, layered flavor. We like
it as the base for seafood and vegetarian chowders or as the base for corn
puddings and ice creams.
While you’ve got the oven on, you may want to make roasted corn stock.
Roast corncobs—they take about 45 minutes at 350°F—and simmer them in
water to cover for 20-30 minutes. To bump up the flavor, add roasted husks
and the sweet corn silk and you will have a stock like none you’ve ever tasted
before.
Or you can use corn cobs like wood chips for smoking. Dry the cobs in a
low oven (175-200°F) overnight or in a dehydrator for a few hours and use
them in your smoker for a light, sweet smoke that’s just awesome.

Aki Kamozawa
Aki Kamozawa is a partner in Ideas in Food: a blog, a book (Ideas in Food,
Great Recipes and Why They Work), and a culinary consulting business based
in PA. She believes that there's always something new to learn and passion is
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and innovation. The more you know, the more questions arise. The more
questions you ask, the better the food. Alex can be found at
http://www.ideasinfood.com.
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Lori La Suer Briggs · San Diego, California
FABULOUS! Deep Fried Cork Silk...oh yeah...
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Linda Ascione Niman · Edsel Ford High School
Now what?
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Patricia Davido
Awesome, can't wait to try it. :)
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Martin-Edward Cunningham · British Army
that's so cool.
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